Light field rendering (LFR) is an active research area in computer vision and computer graphics. LFR plays a crucial role in free viewpoint video systems (FVV). Although several rendering algorithms have been suggested for LFR but the lack of appropriate datasets with known ground truth has prevented a comparison and evaluation study of LFR algorithms. In most of the LFR papers the method is applied to several test cases for validation and as a result, just a subjective visualized output is given. To overcome this problem, this paper presents a quantitative approach for comparison and evaluation of LFR algorithms. The core of the proposed methodology is a simulation model and a 3D engine. The platform produces the reference images and ground truth data for a given 3D model. Subsequently, data are injected to a comparison engine to compare synthesized images from light field engine with original images from simulation, generating objective results for evaluation. The methodology is highly flexible and efficient to automatically generate LFR datasets and objectively compare and analyze any subset of LFR methods for any given experiment design scheme. Five key rendering algorithms are evaluated with proposed methodology to validate it. Overall, it is shown that the proposed quantitative methodology could be used for LFR objective evaluation and comparison.
INTRODUCTION
Free viewpoint video provides the user with the ability to control the viewpoint and select arbitrary views of a dynamic scene in real-time. Light field rendering is one of the most active research areas among all image based rendering (IBR) methods to realize FVV. Figure I shows the process of sampling and rendering in IBR. Several real reference cameras are located in the 3D space around the scene to gather reference images/videos. User's desired 978-1-61284-350-6/11/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE viewpoint considered as a virtual observation camera in an arbitrary position and orientation. The rendering method is required to synthesize the image of this virtual camera with the aid of reference images. Light field is a four dimensions Plenoptic function [1] , first introduced by Levoy and Hanrahan [2] and Gortler et al [3] (as Lumigraph) more than one and half decades ago. The original light field proposed by them captures the rays by their intersection with two parallel planes/slabs, camera plane with coordinate (u,v) and focal plane with coordinate (s,t). With having 6 pairs of these slabs, a surrounding cube outside of the bounding convex hull of the scene is generated which is able to capture the rays leaving the scene in different directions. By digitizing the slabs, one of the most effective settings is to place the cameras in camera plane; shear transformation then applied to the image to directly map it to focal plane. Although this method is straightforward and effective, but the sudden changes in the cube edges, make the quality of renderin� low in boundary area. The 4D space is represented as t�(s,t,u,v). The 4D space could be defined as a set (ID) of directed lines in 3D space (3D due to 3 parameters of line equation in Cartesian space).
After light field introduction to computer VISIon and computer graphics research communities, different LFR methods have been proposed. Each method employs different types of geometry information (explicit or implicit) to enhance the quality and efficacy of rendering. Layered light field [4] , Surface light field [5] , Scam light field [6] , pop-up light field [7] , all-in-focused light field [8] , dynamic reparameterized light field [9] are among well-known LFR techniques.
In most of these LFR papers, after discussing the new method, the method is applied to several test cases for validation. The rendering output then demonstrated with some sample images. To show the method improvement over older methods, some primitive real or artificial objects are chosen. Then the rendering outputs for some viewpoints for new and old methods are given for a limited subjective visualized comparison. The evaluation methodology is therefore primarily subjective, which is highly related to observer and test cases and therefore may not be reliable.
On the other hand, the rendering quality/efficacy is determined by different parameters such as scene complexity, geometric information accuracy and user navigability. To evaluate a new LFR algorithm and compare it with other methods and to overcome current inadequate methodology, a well-built experiment with sufficient data for different scene complexities and statistically reliable number of outputs is required. Another main hurdle in conducting this comparison is the unavailability of ground truth data to compare and validate the rendered/synthesized images. To the best of our knowledge, no comprehensive evaluation methodology with such criteria exists to compare different LFR techniques with respect to efficacy and rendering quality. To overcome this problem, this paper presents a quantitative approach for comparison and evaluation of LFR algorithms in this framework. The proposed methodology employs a simulation model to generate variety of datasets and ground truth data for any given experimental configuration automatically. It also provides data analysis for evaluation and comparison.
To validate the methodology, several experiments are carried out for 5 well-known LFR techniques. Overall, it is shown that the proposed quantitative methodology could be used for LFR objective evaluation and comparison with high reliability and efficacy.
APPROACH
The main idea behind the proposed methodology is to develop a computer simulation model employing a 3D engine. The simulator roles could be categorized as: 1) Any LFR system has its own image acquisition architecture. They use different number of cameras, camera configuration and system parameterization such as basic 2 slabs/planes (2P), two-sphere parameterization (2SP) and sphere-plane parameterization (SPP). This configuration should be given to the simulator and the simulator should generate all the reference images/videos for the LFR engine.
2) Based on the experimental scheme a random test/validation set of observation images for different viewpoints distributed in the user navigability space should be generated. These images are considered as ground truth data for evaluation.
3) LFR engine generates the synthesized/rendered images for the same viewpoints from the given reference images.
4) Image comparison engine compares each pair of ground truth and rendered image based on a desired metric such as PSNR to evaluate the quality of rendering. The Mean of PSNR or any other image comparison metric for all the images in test set is an objective assessment of that LFR technique for that test set.
The simulation model is able to generate variety of datasets and ground truth data for any given experimental configuration and LFR architecture, automatically and efficiently. These datasets are statistically reliable and their data analysis also could be automatically done in comparison engine. The output of the system is well designed charts and graphs including any statistical analysis required by experiment design. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of the system. 
Reference images
Coordinator interacts with user, reads input files, calculates the positions and orientations of reference cameras for a given LFR architecture, calculates the posItions and orientations of observation cameras (test/validation set) and provides the scene 3D model, reference cameras and observation cameras configurations to 3D Engine and supply LFR Engine by LFR parameters and reference cameras configurations.
3D Engine renders the scene 3D model, automatically generates reference and observation cameras in 3D model and calculates image files corresponding to the cameras. In the developed system, open source Blender 3D engine is utilized and a Python script for simulation procedure is implemented. All other subsystems are implemented in C to improve efficiency.
LFR Engine creates a ray space for given LFR and then synthesize/render output images for each given observation point.
Image Comparison Engine receives two sets of images, a ground truth observation image set from the 3D Engine and a rendered observation image set from the LFR Engine. It employs an image comparison method to calculate the images dissimilarity related to LFR error for that given observation point and scene geometry. The Mean of this error indicates the LFR method error for given scene. In the following results the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio is used in to calculate the error in db. This module provides Coordinator with all error data and then Coordinator supply the user with all kind of data analysis, charts and graphs required for that given experiment design.
EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND VALIDATION
In order to validate the developed quantitative approach, an experiment is designed to evaluate and compare well known blind LFR methods as well as UVD. The fundamental theory behind rendering is signal theory. 4D light field is assumed as a signal with some known samples. Subsequently, rendering is signal reconstruction with interpolation over known samples.
In neighborhood estimation method for a given unknown ray ru to (s,t) in image plane are found. Then r is estimated with r ' the known ray. In UV interpolation method four known cameras around the (u,v) are found. Four rays from these cameras to (s ' ,t) the closest known pixel to (s,t) in image plane are found. Then r is estimated with a bilinear interpolation over these 4 ray samples. In ST interpolation four rays from closest camera (u ' ,v)
to four neighbor pixels in image plane are interpolated bilinearly to estimate r. In UVST a quadlinear interpolation is applied to 16 known ray samples from four neighbor cameras to four neighbor pixels to estimate r.
All of these four methods are blind rendering techniques. None of them use any geometric information in favor of higher efficacy. Most of the times the chosen samples are diverged. They even come from different parts of the scene which decrease the rendering efficacy and quality. Ideally the sample rays should intersect the object surface at the same point as desired ray. The ideal case is achievable when the depth of the intersection point is known. Samples then could be found by back-projecting the rays from intersection point to slabs to find the corresponding intersections with UV and ST planes. Using of depth information varies in a spectrum from just having one focusing depth for the whole scene as UVD to exact depth map of the scene. However, UVD is the fundamental method with geometric information. Other more complex rendering methods could be inherited from UVD.
In the designed experiment, the LFR engine is customized for 5 key LFR algorithms. Four 3D models are chosen. Two slabs configuration is selected. 16*16 camera grid, mapped on camera plane is presumed. The image resolution (focal plane resolution) set on 256*256. For each model 1000 random observation cameras in three level of distances to scene (Far, Medium distance and Close) are produced automatically by the system. PSNR is selected as the method for image comparison.
RESULTS
The following charts are generated based on the experiments for Neighbourhood, UV, ST, UVST and UVD rendering methods. Figure 3 illustrates the Mean of PSNR for different rendering methods. Neighbourhood interpolation performs the worst; UVD is the best while UVST is the best blind rendering method. UV and ST are in the middle. Figure 4 shows the Mean of PSNR for different rendering methods, categorized based on the complexity of the scene geometry. As it can be seen, more complex scenes result in reduced rendering quality. Figure 5 demonstrates the rendering quality based on the distance of the virtual camera to the scene. As it is shown, far navigation results in higher rendering quality compared with closer observations. Figure 6 shows the simulation snapshot. Different rendering outputs are demonstrated on the interface. 
DISCUSSION
The experiment results demonstrate that the UVST interpolation is the best among blind rendering methods. However, UVD with just imposing estimated focusing depth has better rendering quality compared with UVST. Also it is witnessed that light field rendering is scene dependent and for more complex scene geometry, the rendering quality is decreased. In addition, the observation distance to the scene's convex hull has a direct effect on the rendering quality. Far navigation results in lower rendering quality, compared with close navigation where more details are observed. Overall, the experimental results show the efficacy of the proposed methodology for LFR evaluation and comparison. The same methodology could be used to find the best rendering algorithm and the best LFR architecture and configuration for a given scenario and use case .
CONCLUSION
A quantitative methodology for LFR techniques evaluation and comparison is proposed in this research. Four well-known blind LFR methods as well as UVD have been analyzed with the framework. This analysis shows the efficacy of the proposed quantitative methodology for LFR objective analysis, evaluation and comparison. Further research could be carried out to analyze other LFR methods and developing a simulation optimization engine to find the best rendering techniques and optimize LFR system for a given scenario.
